Robert Reynolds “My Favorite Places”
Robert Reynolds is a California artist whose paintings celebrate the natural
beauty found in the land and waters that surround him on the Central
California Coast and during his time spent in the High Sierras. His work
defines and reaffirms our important relationship with the world of nature that
eternally provides us with so many visual gifts. Reynolds has conducted
intensive, summer painting workshops in the High Sierra for the past 30
years.
The paintings of Robert Reynolds’ are in art collections throughout the United
States. Images of his paintings have graced the pages and covers of national
art magazines and his work is included in over 20 books, the majority being
art books. Reynolds has assembled an impressive body of work and list of
honors. He is a past winner of the Gold (1994) and Bronze (1993) honors in
the California Discovery Awards, and the Bronze Award winner (1996) and
Finalist (1999, 2000, 2004) in the landscape category for the Artist
Magazine’s National Art Competition. National publications regularly highlight
Robert Reynolds’ work. Features and occasional cover stories include: The
American Artist, The Artist Magazine, Watercolor Magic, Ford Times and
North Light magazine.
In addition to his own book, “Painting Nature’s Peaceful Places” by Robert
Reynolds with Patrick Seslar (North Light Books), his work has been
published in over 20 art books, including the prestigious, biennial “Best of
Watercolor” books, Splash 3,4,5 and 6 and the upcoming Splash 9 (North
Light Books). Cal Poly University Professor of Art/Emeritus, Reynolds is a
recipient of the University’s Distinguished Teaching Award and the Cal Poly

President’s Art Award.
Currently Reynolds is preparing his new book “The Art of Robert Reynolds:
Quiet Journey”. The book will have over 150 reproduced paintings.
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